
Essential and minimal, the RoadraceR is my interpretation of a pure lightweight road bike
frameset, timeless look and a modern geometry, nothing that is not necessary.

Developed specifically for rim brakes and with a modern, racing inspired, custom geometry
finely tuned on the rider. It will make for a fast and nimble machine, very reactive with neutral
steering and sharp handling, a bicycle that will help you improve as a road cyclist

The fitting is tuned on body measurements to put the rider in a proper position with a
balanced weight distribution on the wheels.

Fabricated with a custom selection of the lightest high end tubes from Columbus and
Dedacciai with diameter and thickness selected on rider size, weight and power.

Straight Chainstays and Seatstays for the ultimate power transfer and a timeless look.

Modern high quality steel is a material with some unique characteristics: it acts as a spring; it
retains power when pushing the pedal and gives it back when in the dead spot. It also
absorbs vibrations and, despite having a racing feeling, the bicycle is compliant and
comfortable, a very nice feature for long rides.

BSA or T47 Bottom Bracket, 34mm or oversize 400mm ID straight Head Tube (choice will be
defined by rider weight and riding style)

Paragon Machine Works stainless round dropouts.
Silva Italy stainless bridge, small parts and braze-ons.

Carbon Fork options:

Columbus Futura Calliper : 45/50mm tapered 1-½”
Columbus Futura Calliper : SL 45/50mm straight 1-⅛”
Enve Road Fork : 2.0 43/50mm straight 1-⅛”

700x28 tyre clearance.
Quick Release.

External brake routing, mechanical or Di2 transmission routing.



RoadRaceR custom Rim Brake
Frameset

Price and Options
● Custom geometry, handcrafted steel frame
● Columbus SPIRIT/HSS/LIFE
● COLUMBUS Futura Calliper (SL) Fork 1 1/2, (1 1/8)
● Tire Clearance 700x28
● Oversize HSS Headtube 44mm ID
● Double water bottle mount, stainless steel
● BSA Bottom Bracket
● PMW 1 ⅛” round dropouts, stainless steel
● External rear brake cable routing, stainless steel
● Mechanic or Electronic transmission routing
● Stainless brake bridge

BASE RRP: 3420 AUD

OPTIONS
T47 Bottom Bracket 45AUD
HeadTube 34mm ID 0AUD

FORK OPTION:
ENVE Road 2.0  Fork, 1-¼ 1-⅛”  700x25 tyre clearance
ADD 295 AUD

NOTE The frame comes with the same tire clearance as the fork.

PAINTWORK
One colour of choice + Logo 295 AUD
Two colours scheme + Logo 660 AUD

FULL CUSTOM PAINT SCHEME:
Graphic concept @ 75 AUD per hour, average 5 hours.
Paintwork Starting at 790 AUD

HEADSET:
Chris King Inset 235 AUD
Ceramic Speed ZS44/EC44 1 1/2, 1 1/4 280 AUD

*Delivery not included


